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0. Introduction- Let (My g) be a Riemannian manifold. If a Rie-
mannian metric g* on M is related to g as g* =e2pg for some smooth 
function p on M, then g* is said to be conformai to g. This relation is 
obviously an equivalence relation in the set of all the Riemannian 
metrics on M. 

Let h be a C°°-map of (M, g) into another Riemannian manifold 
(M'y g'). If the Riemannian metric h*g' induced on M by h is con-
formal to g, h is called a conformai map of (M", g) into (if', g'). Obvi
ously h is conformai if and only if it preserves the angle between any 
two tangent vectors, h remains conformai under any conformai 
changes of metrics on M and M'. If h is a diffeomorphism, then it is 
called a conformai diffeomorphism, or briefly a conformorphism of 
(My g) onto (M7, g'), and (If, g) is said to be conformally diffeomorphic, 
or conformorphic to (Af', g') through A. If (ikf, g) = (M7, g'), then h is 
called a conformai transformation or a conformorphism of (ilf, g). 

I t is known that the group C(M, g) of all conformorphisms of 
(My g) is a Lie group with respect to the compact-open topology. 
Co(M, g) denotes its connected component of the identity. Let G be 
a subgroup of C(M, g). G is said to be essential if for any smooth 
function p, G is not contained in I (My £2pg), the group isometries of 
(My e2pg). Otherwise it is inessential. 

There have been two famous conjectures. 
CONJECTURE I. Let (M, g) be a connected compact Riemannian n-

manifoldy n>2. Then Co(M, g) is essential if and only if (My g) is con-
formorphic to a Euclidean n-sphere. 

CONJECTURE I I . Let (My g) be a connected compact Riemannian n-
manifoldy n>2, with constant scalar curvature k. Then Co(My g) is 
essential if and only if k is positive and (My g) is isometric to a Euclidean 
n-sphere Sn(k) of radius 1/k112. 

The purpose of this paper is to prove these conjectures affirma
tively. 

As for Conjecture I, Nagano [6] and Ba [2] proved it in the case of 
homogeneous Riemannian manifolds. Avez [ l ] and Obata [9] gave 
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an answer under the condition that the vector field defined by a one-
parameter group of conformorphisms has nonvanishing divergence 
at each of its singular points. 

We cite a result for later use. 

THEOREM 0 [10]. Let M be a conformally flat Riemannian n-mani-
fold, n>2, with a finite fundamental group. If M admits an essential 
one-parameter group of conformorphisms, then M is conformorphic to 
Sn or Sn- {pj\. 

The assumption of a finite fundamental group will be removed 
later. 

Ledger-Obata [3] gave an affirmative answer under additional 
assumptions of analyticity and a finite fundamental group of the 
manifold under consideration. Lelong-Ferrand [4] announced, with
out detailed proof, that this is true. Our proof given below is different 
from Lelong-Ferrand's and is essentially the same as Ledger and 
Obata's with no further assumptions. 

As for Conjecture II , many approaches have been made. In most 
cases, affirmative answers were given under additional conditions on 
the Riemannian metric in question such as being of Einstein, with 
parallel Ricci tensor, homogeneous Riemannian, with constant length 
of the curvature tensor or Ricci tensor, etc. In many cases, the prob
lem is reduced to the existence of a gradient conformai vector field. 
I t is remarked that a one-parameter group generated by a gradient 
conformai vector field is essential and closed in C0(M, g). 

Our proof given below is different from the above. Once Conjecture 
I is established, Conjecture II is true if the following is true. 

CONJECTURE I I ' . Let (Sn, g) be a Euclidean n-sphere, n>2, of radius 
1. If g* is another Riemannian metric on Sn conformai to g, then g* is of 
constant scalar curvature 1 if and only if it is of constant curvature 1. 

Furthermore if this is the case g* is obtained by an element <r of 
C(Sn, g) from g, i.e. g* =cr*g. 

In this paper we will give affirmative answers to the above con
jectures with outlines of the proofs. The details will be given else
where. 

1. Conjecture!. 

THEOREM I. Conjecture I is true. 

The proof is divided into several steps. 

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let (Af, g) be as in Conjecture I. If C0(M, g) is 
essential, then (M, g) is conformally flat. 
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To prove this, let W be the Weyl's conformai curvature tensor of 
type (1, 3), whose vanishing implies conformally-flatness for n>3. In 
case n = 3 it vanishes identically and is replaced by a tensor of type 
(0, 3), denoted by the same letter, whose vanishing gives conformally-
flatness as well. By this understanding, we put Mi — {pÇzM: Wp^O}. 
To prove the proposition, we show that Mi is empty. 

Suppose that Mi is not empty. Let (Mi, gi) denote the Riemannian 
open submanifold of (M> g), where gi is the restriction of g to Mi. 
Since W is invariant by any conformorphism, Mi is invariant by 
C(M} g). Therefore there is a map a: C(M, g)—>C(Mi, gi). 

LEMMA 1.2. a is a closed map. 

The proof is based on a fact that the conformai structure is a G-
structure of finite type, though it is omitted here. 

Once Lemma 1.2 is established, the proof of Proposition 1.1 goes 
through in the same way as in the corresponding part of Ledger-
Obata [3]. In fact in [3], to show that a is closed, the assumptions 
that M is analytic and has a finite fundamental group are used. The 
proof of Proposition 1.1 goes as follows. Since Co(M, g) is not com
pact, there exists a closed one-parameter subgroup G of Co(Mf g) 
which is isomorphic to the additive group R of the real numbers. 
Then by Lemma 1.2, G is considered as a closed subgroup of 
Co(Mi, gi). Since W never vanishes on Mh C(Mh gi)=I(Mu g[) 
where g[ = || W\\gi, \\W\\ being the length of W. Therefore G is a closed 
subgroup of I (Mi, g[) and hence every orbit G(x), x £ ¥ i , is closed 
in Mi with respect to the relative topology. However it is shown that 
it is closed in M as well, by using the constancy of the length of the 
tensor field X®X®W along the orbit G(x)> where X is the vector 
field defined by the one-parameter group G. Since M is compact, 
G(x) is compact and hence G itself is compact because G is a closed 
subgroup of the group / (Mi , g[) of isometries. This is a contradiction 
and therefore Mi is empty. 

As the next step, we take the universal Riemannian covering mani
fold (M, g) of (M, g), where g is the induced metric from g by the 
projection. Then Co(M, g) acts on M as a closed subgroup of C(M, g). 
We have the following lemma. 

LEMMA 1.3. Let (ikf, g) be a connected Riemannian n-manifold, n>2, 
and (M, g) a Riemannian covering manifold. Let G be a closed essential 
one-parameter subgroup of CQ(M, g). Then it is a closed essential sub
group of Co(M, g). 

The proof is based on facts that an essential one-parameter group 
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of conformorphism always has a fixed point and that a closed one-
parameter group of Co(M, g) is essential if and only if it is not com
pact. The detailed proof is omitted here. 

In the proof of Theorem 0, the assumption of a finite fundamental 
group is made use of only to prove Lemma 1.3. The rest of the proof 
is completely applicable to our case and furthermore, since M is 
compact, M is conformorphic to Sn. 

We remark here that the proof above is based on [lO] and a classi
fication of essential one-parameter groups of conformorphisms on 
S* [9). 

2. Conjecture II. In this section let (AT, g*) be a connected com
pact Riemannian w-manifold, n>2, with constant scalar curvature 
k*=K*/n(n — 1), where K*=Kwg*ji is the contracted curvature 
scalar. I t is known [5], [7] that if there is a nonisometric confor
morphism, then fe* must be positive. Therefore we may assume k* = 1, 
or K*=n(n — 1), without loss of generality. 

If Co(M, g*) is essential, then, by Theorem I, (Af, g*) is confor
morphic to a Euclidean ^-sphere (5W, g) of radius 1. Thus (AT, g*) is 
considered as Sn with Riemannian metric g*=e2pg for some smooth 
function p on Sn. Since g* has scalar curvature 1, if Conjecture II7 is 
true, so is Conjecture II . 

THEOREM I I ' . Conjecture IV is true. 

PROOF. Any quantities formed with g* will be denoted by the same 
letter with asterisk as the corresponding ones formed with g. Then 
by well-known general formulas for a conformai change of metrics, 
see for example [12], on putting <j> — e~p and Gji — Kji—{K/n)gji1 we 
have 

(2.1) G*i = G» + (w - 2)Py,, 

where we have put 

(2.2) Pji = 0-1 (vyVi* - - ^ gil\, 

Vy denoting covariant differentiation with respect to g and A<j> 
= gJ'*ViVi#. As for scalar curvature, 

K* = cj>2K + 2{n - l)<t>A(t> - n(n - 1 ) ^ * * , 

w h e r e <j>i=Vi<t> a n d <t>i = gij4>3' I n our case of (Sn, g), we have Gy t=0 
and i£ = .K*=w(w — 1), and hence we obtain 
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n 
(2.3) A0 = — 0-i(l - tf>2 + M*) . 

We have only to show that Py* vanishes identically under the con
dition (2.3). To do this let us consider a quantity 

A = <p-»PijP*'' = ^(vjöiVW (A0)2J è 0 

and a vector field Vi=4}2~nPjkgM<j>^ 
By a straightforward manipulation we obtain ViVi==A. Here we 

have used (2.3) and the Ricci formula V/»V^=Vi(A<£)+i£^' . 
Thus we have J A dS=fViVi dS = 0, where dS is the volume element 
determined by g. Since A ^ 0 , we have . 4 = 0 . Since <j> never vanishes, 
we have Pty = 0, and hence Gió = 0. Thus g* is an Einstein metric and 
is conformally flat. I t follows that g* has constant curvature 1. This 
argument is seen in [12, Proposition 3.3]. 

To see that g* is induced from g by an element a of C(Sn, g), we 
consider the system of equations, P»j = 0, i.e. 

A0 
(2.4) VyV*0 gji = 0, 0 > 0. 

I t is known [ l l ] that (2.4) is equivalent to a system 

(2.5) VyV^ + fe = 0 

where <j> =\{/+a for some constant a determined by (2.3). An element 
<r(E.C(Sn, g), with o-*g = g2^(<r)g, determines (2.4) by putting <j>(o) 
= 6~p((r), and the correspondence <r—»</>((r) is a map of C(5n, g) onto the 
space of solutions of (2.4). 

Thus g* above is written as g* =cr*g for some CTGC(5W , g). 

THEOREM I I . Conjecture II is /f^£. 

This is obvious because of Theorem 11'. 
REMARK. Theorem I I ' can be naturally generalized to the case of 

Einstein spaces. 
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